
PROJECTS 



Foursons Interiors is a worldwide supplier of tables, sofa’s, chairs, 
cabinets, accessories and lighting. A wide range of luxurious 
outstanding quality goods has been created. All the goods are 
offered at sharp prices.

The sofas, chairs, cabinets and tables are made by outstanding 
craftsman in factories in Europe. So we can guarantee short production 
time, fl exibility and provide customers with a superior level of quality. 
The accessories and lighting are luxurious high quality products, 
which are mostly designed and developed by Foursons. A selection 
is imported from high quality suppliers in India. Based on clients’ 
needs for unique products, Foursons Interiors offers a custom made 
approach, which allows to expose the products in different styles of 
home’s, hotels, restaurants, clubs and offi  ces.

Foursons people
In order to provide you with a full individual service, our company 
works with a group of highly skilled people in each department. 
Foursons Interiors offers you quallity, fl exibility and a high service 
level. The knowledge and expertise we have build through our other 
companies, has given us a steady base. This enables us to make 
Foursons into an innovative and contemporary company.



FISH
Bar Restaurant
Moscow, Russia 





ANTREKOT
Bar Restaurant
Moscow, Russia





LA BARGE
Bar Restaurant
Moscow, Russia





MEMPHIS
Bar Restaurant
Crans Montana, Suisse





GUT KRAKAU
Golf Resort
Blankenhain, Germany





LEONCINO
Hotel
Rimini & Verona, Italy





Hotel
Morges, Suisse

LA MAISON
D’IGOR





MANUS
Backery
Kapellen, Belgium





NIMB
Brasserie
Copenhagen, Denmark





ALEX SCHLOSS
Hotel
Suisse





ST. GEORGE
Hotel
Athens, Greece





COMBINE

different sizes and models

to create a matching interior 

with a luxurious touch



COMBINE
Combine our sofa’s with
fauteuils, barstools and
dining chairs for a matching 
interior. Available in every
fabric and colour.





DINING TABLES
Mixing the old
with the new style.
Available in all sizes
and colours.





DINING CHAIRS
Our stylish high quality
dining chairs and benches 
creates luxurious atmosphere
in your home, hotel, bar
and restaurant.









SOFASETS
All our high quality luxurious 
sofa’s are custom made.
And available in different
fabrics and multiple colors. 











CLUB CHAIRS
Our wide variety of club 
chairs comes in various 
fabrics and multiple colours.





BEDS & 
BEDBOARDS
Rustic & Luxe bedding
in beautiful soft colors
inspired by nature.





SOFA BEDS
All our sofa’s are also available 
as a sofa bed. We use the 
highest hotel quality sleeping 
system.





PROJECTS
Foursons is able to supply 
complete solutions for hotel, 
cafe, bar, restaurant
and contract furniture.













LIGHTING
The right interior lighting
for your home of business
is essential.



Contact
If you wish to get further information
or if you would like to make an appointment
with one of our employees, please contact our offi  ce.

All our products can be seen in our catalogue or in the Online Store.

Foursons Interiors BV
Postbus 301 
1000 AH AMSTERDAM 
+31 (0)20 760 60 60
info@foursonsinteriors.com
www.foursonsinteriors.com





For us,
every customer

is as unique
as our dedication

to our work...


